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Green, airy, modern, calminG. SurpriSinG, enGaGinG and unclaSSifiable with itS hintS of baroque, 
art nouveau and art déco. coSmopolitan and convivial. unuSual and feStive. bruSSelS iS the ideal 
deStination to fill up on StronG emotionS. and SuStainable emotionS.

I. INTRODUCTION : Did you say ‘sustainable’?

These days, who can claim not to know what sustainable development is? «Development that meets the needs of the present wit-
hout compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs», according to the most common definition.  

Gradually, sustainability is becoming embedded in the way we consume, move, think 
and travel. ... But it is sometimes difficult to steer a course between greenwashing and 
genuine and sustainable policies. So what exactly is sustainable tourism? How does a 
sustainable city work? In Brussels, the supply is increasing and improving day by day: 
hotels that have reduced their carbon footprint, restaurants that offer healthy dishes with 
authentic flavours. More modern and pleasant ways of  experiencing the city by bike, on 
foot, on skates or Segway rather than stuck between two cars in a traffic jam. And lots of 
other fine, organic and ethical ingredients, designed to respect the natural, cultural and 
heritage resources of the places visited. 

There is a strong political will to make Brussels a pioneering city in sustainable and res-
ponsible tourism.

A new generation of tourists has emerged: more demanding, better informed before departure and sharing their opinions on blogs 
and forums. They are more than ever on the lookout for exceptional and sustainable experiences and seeking emotions that match 
their interests.

the aSSetS of bruSSelS?  

 » Density of the high-speed train and air links for international travel.
•	Increasing the value of the accommodation facilities which are 

distinguished by the quality of their environmental management 
(eco-labels, environmental certifications)

•	Particular attention paid to participatory tourism.
•	A city accessible to people with reduced mobility, Brussels for All.
•	A Green region : 8,000 hectares of green spaces.
•	A constant and progressive greening of the Region started in 

the mid-1990s with the development of «green continuities» that 
incorporate green areas and organic corridors into public spaces. 

•	Incentive policies for the greening of walls and roofs.
•	Remarkable walking areas, like the Promenade Verte green walk, 63km long, the Forest of Soignes which covers nearly 

5000 hectares, an ever-growing network of cycle routes, a network of long-distance footpaths, a large number of parks, 
etc. 

•	Participation in the pioneering European Green Network (REVER), the  Véloroute cycle path network and La Voie Verte.
•	A rich biodiversity to be conserved: nearly 800 species of plants and 45 mammals, including 17 species of bat, 92 species 

of nesting birds, etc.
•	 A healthy bee population producing honey of an excellent quality. 
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larGe-Scale projectS:  

•	A Regional Sustainable Development Plan is being developed.

•	A combined project for a «sustainable city district» at Tour & Taxis 
which involves the construction of 1,000 to 2,000 homes, shops, offices, 
services, public amenities, the headquarters of Brussels Environment, 
all developed around three main themes: revitalised architectural heri-
tage, sustainable communities and water.

•	The creation of sustainable neighbourhoods, whether they are older 
neighbourhoods or brownfield sites, renovating buildings or initiating 
new ways of living together.

•	Europe and the Loi Urban Project. To set an example, both at regional 
and European level, Brussels intends to strengthen its expertise and its 
international reputation for sustainable urban practices. 

•	Next to the Visitor Centre or Parlamentarium, the European institutions 
plan to establish a Mobility Centre to promote sustainable mobility.

•	The development and redevelopment of the Heysel Plateau with Project 
NEO is intended as a benchmark for sustainable development.

bruSSelS iS claSSified aS europe’S firSt SuStainable city for itS environmental policy!

Out of 30 European capitals, Brussels ranks 9th, ahead of Paris and London, in the European Green City Index* or ranking of sustai-
nable cities. In particular, Brussels comes joint top with Copenhagen when it comes to public environmental policy. 

*The Green City Index. This is an index that assesses the environmental policies of 30 European cities from public statistics covering 30 indicators relating to eight 
major themes: environmental governance, water management, land and waste management, energy consumption, quality of buildings, transport, CO2 emissions and 
air quality. The figures are interpreted from the specific context of each city and combined into a single index. Sponsored by Siemens, the study is conducted by the 
Economist Intelligence Unit of The Economist.
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II. ACCOMMODATION

more and more hotelS with ecolabelS!

There is accommodation for every need, every level of requirements, whether for business, a romantic break or a getaway with 
friends. 

From a trendy hostel to upscale hotels, a common feature identifies an increasing number of accommodation facilities: the Ecody-
namic Enterprise Label. Some are labelled Green Key. Service quality and environmental protection are particularly highly rated. 
A label is a guarantee that the product or service meets certain specifications and strict standards. 

The ‘Green Key’ international label
The Green Key is an international eco-label chosen today by over 2,100 tourism infrastructures worldwide. It 
is awarded annually to tourism facilities, hotels, bed and breakfasts, youth hostels, camp sites, conference 
centres and attractions, based on evaluation criteria rating overall environmental management, waste ma-
nagement, water, energy and green open spaces, food, environmental education, mobility, ... Through these 
criteria of excellence, the Green Key programme aims to promote sustainable development in tourism in-
frastructure. The Green Key is an initiative of the Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE).  

Supported in particular by the Brussels Hotels Association (BHA), this initiative is supported by the Federation Inter-Environ-
nement Wallonie, official partner of the FEE for Brussels and Wallonia, in close collaboration with Wallonie-Bruxelles Tourisme 
(WBT) VISITBRUSSELS, Brussels Booking Desk (BBD) and the professional associations Hostels in Brussels, Bed & Brussels, 
Brussels Special Venues and the Brussels administration in charge of tourism within the COCOF.

www.greenkey-brussels.be 
You will find a list of all certified accommodation facilities, as well as the criteria for awarding the label 
More info on the coaching initiatives:  : www.cleverte.be

hotels with the “Green Key” label : 
 p Aloft Brussels Schuman Hotel
 p Dolce La Hulpe Brussels 
 p Four Points by Sheraton Brussels Downtown 
 p Hôtel Le Plaza
 p Ibis Brussels Gare du Midi
 p NH du Grand Sablon 
 p NH Stephanie
 p Park Inn by Radisson Brussels Midi
 p Radisson Blu EU
 p Radisson Blu Royal Hotel
 p Stanhope Hotel
 p Thon Hotel EU
 p Le Méridien Bruxelles

b&b with the “Green Key” label :
 p B&B Bihome
 p B&B Opale
 p B&B Van Lerberghe
 p B&B Chambre de Plume
 p B&B Chambre Chocolat
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youth hostels with the “Green Key” label:
 p Auberge des 3 Fontaines
 p Gîte d’étape «Jacques Brel»
 p Le Foyer Européen
 p Sleep Well Youth Hostel
 p Génération Europe

venues with the “Green Key” label:
 p The Event Lounge
 p Tour & Taxis 
 p Concert Noble
 p Diamant Brussels Conference & Business Centre

The regional ‘Ecodynamic Company’ label  
It is awarded to Brussels companies, large and small, publicly or privately-owned or run by associations, 
which implement good environmental management practices. These practices include rational waste ma-
nagement, continuous efforts in terms of energy savings, incentives and non-motorized means of transport 
for workers, etc. Companies can be awarded one to three stars to reward their efforts. Arrangements have 
been made for cooperation arrangements with the international ‘Green Key’ label.

Hotels with the ‘Ecodynamic Enterprise’ label: 
 • 3 stars : Silken Berlaymont Brussels, Martin’s Central Park Brussels
 • 2 stars : Four Points by Sheraton Hotel; Le Méridien Brussels ; Le Plaza Brussels ;  Radisson Blu EU, Radisson Blu Royal; 
Sheraton Brussels Hotel; Stanhope Brussels et l’auberge de jeunesse Sleep Well Youth Hostel  

 • 1 star: Amigo Brussels ; La Légende & The Dominican   
www.bruxellesenvironnement.be 

The  ‘Brussels open-air’ camp site
The only camp site in the Brussels-Capital Region is based in Ixelles, near the Euro-
pean district. This camp site can accommodate 80 campers in tents only. It is acces-
sible only from 1 July to 31 August.

http://cielouvertcamping.wordpress.com

diScover other eco-labelS 
and environmental certificationS 

w w w. v i S i t b r u S S e l S . b e / G r e e n S tay
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III. MOBILITY

bruSSelS, hiGh-Speed capital

Nothing could be easier than getting to Brussels! From Paris, London, Cologne or Amsterdam, the green city is within reach by 
rail in less than two hours. 

The train  
Brussels is the heart of a high-speed rail hub: Thalys, Eurostar, ICE trains, running straight to city centres, 
without taking the long way round, without wasting time. Fast, dependable, incomparably comfortable with 
modern technology (Internet access), the train is definitely the best way to travel in Europe. 

In addition, it is becoming ‘sustainable’:  

German railways, Deutsche Bahn (DB) are the most proactive among railway companies: following the initia-
tive by the representation of Wallonia-Brussels Tourism in Germany, they selected Brussels, which has three 
DB train services per day (Frankfurt - Brussels-Midi), as a destination for which organizers of conferences, 
seminars and events may apply for an ‘event’ fare: fixed price return ticket, 1st class, valid from any station 
on the German DB network.

At Thalys, Thalys Connect is a platform to facilitate the movement of passengers before and after their Thalys journey (from 
door to door).  It offers facilities such as:

 • a carpooling platform;
 • a partnership with Europcar, for the rental of vehicles emitting less than 120 grams of CO2 per km

Eurostar ‘Green travel’ programme
 • to enable passengers to reduce their CO2 emissions on their connecting journeys (connections from cities in the UK to 
Brussels listed on the site);

 • use of biodegradable or fully recyclable materials for 90% of disposable items used on board;
 • recycling of used uniforms.

The plane 
Conscious of their responsibilities in the area of sustainable development, numerous airlines aim to be the benchmark for the 
airline industry. 

Under the ‘b.green’ banner, Brussels Airlines is looking for ways to reduce its environmental footprint 
and encourage its employees, customers and suppliers to do the same. 
 
The Brussels Airport Express train runs four times an hour to and from Brussels Nord, Brussels Central 
and Brussels Midi stations.

pariS - bruSSelS in 1 hour 22 minuteS: up to 25 trainS per day
london - bruSSelS in 1 hour 51 minuteS: 9 trainS per day

amSterdam - bruSSelS in 1 hour 53 minuteS: 10 trainS per day 
coloGne - bruSSelS in 1 hour 47 or 1 hour 57 minuteS: up to 10 trainS per day 
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diScover the city the Gentle way

On arrival at Brussels Midi station, public transportation (metro, tram and bus) takes over to transport you anywhere 
in Brussels. The main stations are equipped with additional mobility systems: Villo rental bike docking stations, 
Cambio car sharing and bicycle parking.  En route for intermodal travel!

On public transport
On the trains of SNCB Belgian National Railways that connect the most remote localities in record time and 
the vehicles of Brussels public transport operator STIB (Metro, tram, bus) which link all parts of Brussels’ 19 
local authority areas, getting around the city is a breeze. To guarantee a stay without traffic jams and without 
hassle finding a parking space.

www.sncb.be 
www.stib.be 

The Brussels Card gives you the freedom of the city! 
This card, valid for 24, 48 or 72 hours, gives you unrestricted access to the entire public transport network in 
Brussels, as well as admission to over 30 of the capital’s major museums. Another advantage: the Brussels 
Card, and the associated guide, is a genuine discount card for use in restaurants and bars and in some of the 
shops and fashion designers’ boutiques in the Dansaert area (up to 25% reduction).  

www.brusselscard.be

Cycling
The cycle routes have improved continuously and allow you to move around safely. In addition, the city now 
has 300 Villo bicycle sharing docking stations, which is one station every 450 metres on average, and 4 
‘points  vélo’ (bike points) located near the main stations of Brussels (Brussels Central, Brussels Midi, Brus-
sels Nord and Brussels-Luxembourg), managed by the social enterprise CyCLO.  

www.villo.be  
www.recyclo.org 

A cycle map of the Brussels Region, containing a wealth of information for cycle trips in the region, is also available from La Mai-
son des Cyclistes, the GRACQ, the European Union Cyclists’ Group (EUCG) and the bike points.

www.bruxellesmobilite.irisnet.be 

A guided tour by bike, with a Pro Velo specialist 
To discover the cultural heritage of Brussels, the bike tours arranged by the association Pro Velo are ideal. 
There is an extensive choice of theme tours, there are dozens about lifestyle, heritage, green open spaces, 
history, neighbourhoods…    

www.provelo.be

A guided ride by electric bicycle, with Once Upon A Time in Brussels
Unusual guided tours of Brussels, without a single bead of sweat but with your nose in the wind on an elec-
tric bike in order to better understand the city, its evolution and its current variety, take a look at its various 
faces, explore its mysteries and some of its myths.

www.onceinbrussels.be 
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A Segway trip
The Segwaytour is the perfect way to surprise your colleagues with a tour that is both cultural and unusual. 
The tour goes through the discovery of the finest examples of Brussels’ architectural heritage, its most ama-
zing yet little-known nooks and crannies, all by Segway. The Segway is an electric platform with two wheels 
that enables you to travel around the city in a fun, green ... and non-tiring way, even when going uphill! Fifteen 
minutes, supervised by instructors, will suffice to familiarise yourself with the Segway. The «Brussels Se-
gwaytour» takes about one and a half hours and goes through 17 unmissable historic sites and buildings in 
the capital.  

www.belgium-segwaytour.be

Walking
Distances are short in Brussels and public policy is aimed at constantly improving convenience for walkers: 
repair of sidewalks, improved lighting; creation of pedestrian routes linking together various areas of interest, 
new 30 km/h speed limit zones and pedestrian areas.

 • Since autumn of 2010, all the streets inside the Pentagon (the area inside the old city walls) are located in a 30km/h zone.  
 • Four long-distance hiking trails pass via Brussels and its Grand’ Place, as they link Paris to Amsterdam

Car sharing
All municipalities in Brussels now have several Cambio stations. This scheme was established in Brussels in 
2004, and allows you to rent a car occasionally at a very attractive price. The Cambio stations have already en-
abled 3600 private cars to be replaced between 2004 and 2010. Taxistop also offers carpooling for commuting 
between home and school. 

www.cambio.be 
www.taxistop.be 

The Collecto taxi sharing scheme at night is available at 200 starting points at STIB public transport stops. 
Available every night between 23.00 and 06.00, it allows several travellers to make a journey at modest cost.

www.bruxellesmobilite.irisnet.be 

Electric cars from Zen Car can be rented for an hour or more with a membership card. The charging stations 
will be freely available to all electric vehicle users wishing to recharge their batteries, via an ID card system.

www.zencar.eu 

Bruxelles Mobilité publishes a ‘walking times map’ called ‘TAP TAP’. The journey time between the main 
landmarks in Brussels (town halls, architectural features and cultural heritage, recreation and sports centres, 
shopping centres, etc.) is shown, based on a walking speed of 4.5 km/h. The Region produced this map to 
encourage walking as an alternative to traffic congestion in the city and as a means of healthy and sustainable 
transport. You can get it on request from the freephone number 0800 94 001.

www.bruxellesmobilite.irisnet.be

Jogging
Visit Brussels while you are doing your jogging: one way of exploring the city, proposed by the association 
Brussels Sightjogging. 

www.brusselssightjogging.com 
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IV. TO SEE 

culture, leiSure and diScoverieS ... in SuStainable mode  

Sometimes it is are where we least expect it: sustainability is gradually moving into the city, in the form of technologies, 
educational events, ethical shops, places and leisure activities that are environment-friendly. A brief, and far from exhaus-
tive overview. 

muSeumS

The Musée Magritte Museum
At Place Royale the heart of Brussels, the Musée Magritte Museum pays tribute to one of the greatest Belgian 
artists through over 200 of his works, paintings, drawings, sculptures or posters. Hotel Althenloh which is 
part of the Royal Museums of Fine Arts offers a stunning setting for this unique collection. And if surrealism 
is at home here, energy pragmatism is also all around you: the renovation and upgrading of the building 
meet the latest environmental criteria. Thus, Photovoltaic solar panels were installed on the roof, the elec-
tricity the building needs is guaranteed Green, the windows were equipped with solar protection films and 
modernised lighting also saves a lot of energy.    

www.musee-magritte-museum.be

The Museum of Natural Sciences 
Founded in 1846, the Museum of Natural Sciences quickly became a showcase for scientific research and 
expeditions led by the Royal Institute of Natural Sciences of Belgium. For years, the public came running to 
see complete skeletons of  iguanodons, 135 million year-old dinosaurs, discovered in a coal mine in Hainaut. 
For 160 years, the Museum has continued to develop its collections on six floors. Since late 2010, it has also 
added a new ‘BiodiverCity’ gallery devoted to urban biodiversity. The gallery consists of two parts, «Obser-
ving biodiversity» and «Taking Action to Encourage Biodiversity» which can teach us how to conserve and 
enhance biodiversity in the city.   

www.naturalsciences.be  

La Brasserie Cantillon (Brussels Museum of Gueuze)
A visit to Cantillon is the best way to discover a true Belgian institution, beer, and one of the jewels of the 
brewing industry. This is one of the most authentic breweries in Brussels. For over a century, the Cantillon 
family has been brewing Lambic, Gueuze, Faro and Kriek according to the principles of an ancient tradition 
and a process of spontaneous fermentation. Cantillon can be sampled as a connoisseur and the brewery tour 
is for anyone who is curious: the opportunity to see that nothing has changed since 1900, as the machinery, 
tools, vessels and casks are original. Uncompromising on quality, anxious to promote real beer with authentic 
flavours, the brewery has chosen to continue to be highly selective in the choice of its brewing processes 
and raw materials. Since 1999, all beers have been made from cereals grown organically, which enables it to 
sell brews with a ‘Biogarantie’ label.  

www.cantillon.be 

The Brussels Mill and Food Museum 
Built at a time (1841) when wind was naturally regarded as an energy source, the mill in Evere was rehabili-
tated into the Brussels Mill and Food Museum and reflects the world of milling, from the origins of grinding 
mills to the present day. Since 2009, temporary exhibitions have also addressed the topic of food. 

www.moulindevere.be
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The Brussels Urban Transport Museum
This museum offers a unique collection of trams, buses, trolley buses and taxis that have ferried the people of 
Brussels around for nearly 150 years. The oldest models date actually back to 1869! In addition to the visit of 
its 1500 m² of exhibition space devoted to old-timers, it is possible to continue with a nostalgic tram ride on a 
historic tram to the historical Forest of Soignes or the Arch of the Cinquantenaire Park. There is also the pos-
sibility of arranging guided tours on request, rent a 1930s tramcar, including outside museum opening hours. 
Ideal for adding an original touch to an incentive trip with a «tram-bar,» a «tram-drink» or «tram-cocktail» with 
drinks and snacks on board.   

www.trammuseumbrussels.be

The Planetarium  
The Planetarium of the Royal Observatory of Belgium, one of the largest planetariums in Europe, is a magical 
place that offers you the opportunity to explore the beauties of the starry heavens. The viewer is immersed in 
an impressive image projected onto the entire surface of the 840 m2 roof.

www.planetarium.be  

art)&(marges museum
Since its inception, the Centre for Research and Dissemination of Outsider Art (which has become art)&(-
marges museum has been promoting the work of artists who are not part of the official cultural circuit. Cur-
rently called «outsiders,» these self-taught artists work alone or in creative workshops for people with mental 
disabilities or psychologically vulnerable.   

www.artetmarges.be 

walKS & activitieS

Guided tours
Tours on the theme of sustainable development to show you the city at its most original. 

www.voiretdirebruxelles.be   
www.visitbrussels.be 

www.arau.org
Greeters
To add to a note of authenticity to a stay in Brussels, why not experience a different kind of tourism, by using 
the services of «Greeters”. These volunteers, Brussels-born or adopted residents will guide you solo, as a family 
or group, on a tailor-made voyage of discovery. Depending on your tastes and interests, they will reveal litt-
le-known neighbourhoods, the local sights, their favourite restaurants and their shopping tips. These special 
moments of meeting people and exchanging ideas leave indelible memories and the feelings that you know 
more than everyone else about a city full of charm.

www.brusselsgreeters.be 

Brussels for All
The ‘Brussels for All’ site is for people with disabilities, seeking information for their stay in Brussels; it is also 
an effective tool for travel agencies and tour operators, transport or accommodation service providers. This 
site provides information about the availability of accommodation facilities, hotels, restaurants, retail spaces, 
sports and recreation.

www.brusselsforall.be 

Parks
With its many parks, gardens and forests, Brussels has no fewer than 27 square metres of green open space 
per head of population. It is the greenest capital in Europe. In the centre, just a short distance from the Grand’ 
Place, take a stroll in the garden of Mont des Arts or lie down on a hammock bench in the small park opposite 
the cathedral. A few steps away, the avenues of the splendid Parc de Bruxelles are just made for walking. At the 
lower end of Rue de la Regence, go into the beautiful square of the Petit Sablon and see, on the fence surroun-
ding it, the bronze statuettes representing all the ancient crafts and trades. Then head up rue aux Laines and 
enter the Egmont Park. It’s so peaceful! You would hardly believe that you are just a short distance from all the 
bustle of Place Louise! Yes, you can really walk through Brussels and almost only see trees! The further away 
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from the centre, the more spectacular the green open spaces become: the Cinquantenaire Park and museums or Woluwe Park and 
its 71 acres of English style grounds. At the end of Avenue Louise, the Bois de la Cambre takes you seamlessly from the city to 
the countryside. At the edge of the lake, do as the people of Brussels do: take the old ferry across to Robinson Island and go take 
a gingerbread-flavoured (‘speculoos’) ice cream in its charming chalet. Cycling is the ideal way to discover the hidden treasures 
of this green city.

www.bruxellesenvironnement.be 

The Green Walk
The Brussels region is literally surrounded by a green loop of 63 km of trails that can be explored on foot or 
bicycle, and easily accessible by public transport (metro, tram…). This bucolic tour takes you from parks into 
forests, crossing pieces of lost pieces of countryside lost amid the city, and dotted with ponds, woods or mar-
shes. An enchanting walk which won two awards in 2010: an Award from the tourism industry in May and a 
special mention from the jury in the 8th European Town Planning Grand Prix in November. Discover it soon, no 
matter what the season! 

www.promenade-verte.be 

Nos Pilifs Farm: for an unforgettable family outing 
It is hard to believe we are still in the capital of Europe ... Here we are greeted by farm animals. In addition 
to the work of the farm, handling workshops, a restaurant, a grocery store, a bakery ... provide employment 
for people with disabilities. The younger ones among us will discover the different jobs in a fun way to take 
full advantage of the tasty produce grown and raised according the principles of organic agriculture and 
livestock in the café of the site. Nos Pilifs Farm is one of the most surprising and most bucolic places in 
Brussels. 

www.fermenospilifs.be 

Farm in Park Maximilien  
This educational farm, nestled in the heart of Brussels, is a small urban miracle. The programme of the tour: a 
vegetable garden, an orchard, a pond and above all, animals. It is also a centre for education about the envi-
ronment and sustainable development, with rainwater tanks, lagoons for waste water, composting site, solar 
water heating, photovoltaic panels, ... all intended to reconcile nature and urban life in a sustainable way.

www.lafermeduparcmaximilien.be 

Tournesol  asbl - Ferme d’Uccle  
This farm in Uccle is a small piece of countryside that Brussels keeps as a secret. The farm activities in Uc-
cle are organized by the Tournesol association, a regional centre for introduction to ecology, itself located 
in a beautiful old farmhouse in the Tournay-Solvay Park in Boitsfort. With the ambition to arouse a sense 
of wonder as much as to raise awareness of the impact of our daily actions on the environment, the team of 
activity leaders offers a wide range of activities on the two sites: school activities, courses or guided tours. 
Park «Tournesol» (Tournay-Solvay) is located between the Chaussée de La Hulpe and the station in Water-
mael-Boitsfort.

www.tournesol-zonnebloem.be

Les Jardins du Fleuriste
Nestling close to the Domaine Royal de Laeken, the Jardins du Fleuriste were born out of  Leopold II’s wish to 
develop a site of nearly 7 hectares dedicated to horticulture. Since 1999, a public park has been laid out here. 
The various gardens that make up the park now reinterpret the historic character of the site and bring it a 
streamlined modernity, respecting the most stringent environmental standards. The highlight of the visit, the 
balconies, emphasizes the panorama that stretches from Notre-Dame de Laeken to the Palace de Justice...

www.jardinsdufleuriste.be
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van Buuren Gardens
This is a romantic walk par excellence ! First we visit the splendid Villa van Buuren built in 1928, the Art Deco 
interior, housing rare furniture, sculptures and old masters. Then we discover the gardens... These are truly 
exceptional: the «Picturesque Garden», a «Garden of the Heart» and «Maze Garden» are remarkable, beauti-
ful in every season.       

www.museumvanbuuren.com

Apis Bruoc Sella asbl, Brussels honey
The association’s main aim is to encourage the development of the Nature centre into the concept of ‘Sus-
tainable City’ and ‘Sustainable development’. It also promotes the development of a beekeeping policy inte-
grated into the city.

www.apisbruocsella.be 

The Royal Greenhouses of Laeken
Built on the initiative of King Leopold II, the Royal Greenhouses of Laeken are among the main 19th century 
monuments in Belgium. They were built entirely of metal and glass, which was a spectacular innovation at the 
time. The greenhouses house a sizeable collection of plants and flowers, particularly exotic ones, including a 
very large collection of camellias. Each spring, the greenhouses are opened to the public.

www.monarchie.be 

The Port of Brussels   
The Port of Brussels is the second largest inland port in Belgium. It is a sea port can accommodate vessels 
up to 4,500 tons. Guided cruises are arranged regularly in the Port of Brussels, in the city or towards Hainaut 
province, by Brussels by Water or La Fonderie.

www.portdebruxelles.be 
www.brusselsbywater.be

www.lafonderie.be  

La Brasserie de la Senne
This micro-brewery believes in making beers the traditional way, unfiltered, unpasteurized, without any addi-
tives, using only top quality raw materials.  

www.brasseriedelasenne.be 

Le Sortilège
This is a great adventure game for all, combining fun, resourcefulness and teamwork, out in the countryside.

www.sortilege.be 

A vegetable garden on the roof of the Royal Library
This project aims to increase the value of food and unused spaces (roofs, terraces, balconies or other) by 
creating vegetable gardens (without pesticides, synthetic fertilizer and GMO), above ground, for a produc-
tion to be sold for local consumption (canteen, nursing home, restaurant, mini market citizen, social gro-
ceries, etc..) or an individual production. The project is an initiative of the association «The beginning of 
beans» and is inspired by «Urbainculteurs» Quebec including cultivation methods in geotextile bags.

www.potage-toit.be
www.kbr.be
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Nemo 33
Founded in 1996 to allow everyone to discover or rediscover the pleasures of diving without going to the 
other end of the world, this initiative - the deepest pool in the world - was designed with technologies in-
tended to conserve the environment: using energy recovery systems and solar panels installed on the entire 
roof surface, the Nemo 33 pool consumes 50% less energy than a traditional swimming pool.    

www.nemo33.com

mythical or unuSual placeS
Chalet Robinson 
A mythical and unmissable place in the Bois de la Cambre, the Chalet Robinson standing on its island had to 
be rebuilt twice following fires, since it was built originally in 1877. The latest reconstruction was completed 
recently, showcasing  species of wood from sustainable forests and plantations. People come here to eat, 
drink or party, depending on the time. It’s a must!

www.chaletrobinson.be

Maison des Energies Renouvelables 
Located just a few steps from the European Parliament, the Renewable Energy House 
occupies three old town houses (dating from 1860), which have been completely re-
novated according to the principles of sustainability and energy saving. All the energy needs of the home 
and activities that take place there, heating, ventilation, electricity is 100% renewable (solar, biomass, geo-
thermal energy). The house is currently home to a hundred employees of 18 associations connected with 
the European renewable energy sector. The exemplary nature of the renovation and operation of the house 
attracts over 15,000 visitors a year.  

www.rehbrussels.eu

Ancienne Belgique
This cultural institution which organises concerts has introduced a system of reusable cups at concerts 
and encourages the use of public transport and carpooling on its website. It also calculates the ecological 
footprint of its activities.

www.abconcerts.be 

Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie 
La Monnaie, the Brussels Opera House, is one of the leading institutions in Brussels and is renowned for 
many artistic endeavours. In addition, la Monnaie is unusual because it combines cultural programming and 
environmental certification.   

www.lamonnaie.be 

BOZAR 
Over the past four years, several initiatives that have a beneficial impact on the environment have been 
launched by the Centre for fine Arts. These focus on insulation, energy savings and up to standards of 
technical facilities.

www.bozar.be 

Tour & Taxis
The protection of the environment and sustainable development have always been important to Tour & Taxis. 
This devotion results in general measures for all the buildings on the site. Project T&T, the site’s administra-
tor, encourages event organisers, the companies of the Royal Depot and the visitors to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and to grow in a sustainable manner.

www.tour-taxis.com
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V. SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION

A sustainable city is also developed through in-depth change in ways of living there. Conducted by groups of resi-
dents, businesses or associations, dozens of initiatives are contributing to progressively transforming the face of 
Brussels: a city in which the supply of sustainable products and foods grows year by year.

Second-hand ShopS, rental or repair ServiceS
The Region encourages businesses that allow “smart” consumption by reducing environmental im-
pact, notably through awareness campaigns in favour of second-hand, rental or repair shops. Some 
businesses, particularly in the social economy, are also encouraged as they allow jobs to be created.

SuStainable eatinG
Sustainable eating means consuming products that are fresh, local, and seasonal, and preferably re-
sult from fair trade and/or organic or integrated agriculture. Many Brussels associations or groups 
aid and advise individuals and professionals in order to encourage consumer choices and behaviours 
more respectful of sustainable development, to promote food that results from production methods 
and/or channels that minimise impacts on the environment and health and are socially responsible, 
and to preserve the flavour of food, the gastronomic culture and the conviviality that goes along with 
sharing a meal.

SuStainable hotelS, reStaurantS and caféS
More and more of them are striving to prepare and serve a healthy, balanced cuisine based on sus-
tainable products. By encouraging networks of participants such as the Brussels Network for Sus-
tainable Food (Réseau des Acteurs Bruxellois pour l’Alimentation Durable, RABAD) and other pro-
grammes blending conviviality, the pleasure of dining and the protection of culinary heritage such as 
“Taste Brussels”, the Region is aiming to develop new practices among businesses involved with food.

www.rabad.be
www.gouterbruxelles.be 

veGetable GardenS
In numerous Brussels neighbourhoods, the Brussels-Capital Region, in partnership with the mu-
nicipalities, has made available land where the residents can develop a collective vegetable garden 
project. The initiative offers members the opportunity to inexpensively practice an outdoor activity 
and to obtain healthy food. 

www.potagersurbains.be 
www.potage-toit.be

pluS d’info :
www.sustainablecity.be 
www.visitbrussels/green
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VI. EVENTS

more and more eventS that come under the headinG of SuStainable development…

april
•	 The Royal Greenhouses of Laeken (April/May) www.monarchie.be
•	 Cyclovia (April/May/June)  www.cyclovia.be
•	 Faucons Pour Tous (April/May) www.fauconspourtous.be

may
•	 20 km of Brussels www.20kmdebruxelles.be
•	 Bike Experience www.bikeexperience.be
•	 Fête de l’Iris www.fetedeliris.be 
•	 European Solar Days www.solardays.eu 
•	 Zinneke Parade www.zinneke.org 
•	 Piknik elektronik (Sunday afternoon/May-June) www.piknikelektronik.be 
•	 Jam’in Jette www.jam-in-jette.be
•	 Second Life Festival www.secondlifefestival.net
•	 International Trade Fair Week www.fairtradeday.be

june 
•	 EU Sustainable Energy Week www.eusew.eu
•	 Environment Day www.bruxellesenvironnement.be 
•	 Couleur Café www.couleurcafe.be 
•	 Roller & Bike Parade (Friday nights in June>September)  www.belgiumroller.com 
•	 Les Apéros Urbains (Friday evenings until late summer) www.aperos.be
•	 Garden Party (Sundays, June>September) www.lagardenparty.be 
•	 Central Park Festival www.centralparkfestival.be 

july
•	 Ommegang www.ommegang.be
•	 Bruxelles Les Bains www.bruxelleslesbains.be  

auGuSt
•	 Brussels’ Flower Carpet (every 2 years)  www.flowercarpet.be 
•	 Brussels Summer Festival www.bsf.be 
•	 Boterhammen in het Park www.boterhammeninhetpark.be 
•	 Brussels Urban BBQ www.urbanbbq.be
September
•	 Mobility Week www.dimanchesansvoiture.irisnet.be 
•	 Bruxelles Champêtre www.bruxelles-champetre.be 
•	 Goûter Bruxelles/Slow Food www.gouterbruxelles.be 
•	 Heritage Days www.monument.irisnet.be 
•	 Jardins en Fête www.jardinsouverts.be 
•	 Brussels Design Market www.brusselsdesignmarket.be
•	 Ecotrail de Bruxelles www.zatopekmagazine.com
•	 eat ! Brussels www.visitbrussels.be 
•	 Comic Strip Festival  www.visitbrussels.be 

october
•	 Nuit Blanche www.nuitblanchebrussels.be 
•	 Art Nouveau Biennial (every 2 years / at weekends)  www.voiretdirebruxelles.be 

november
•	 European week for waste reduction  www.bruxellesenvironnement.be | www.ewwr.eu
•	 Brussels Vintage Market (every first Sunday of the month) www.vintagemarket.be

december
•	 Winter Wonders www.winterwonders.be 

touS leS événementS Sont à 
retrouver Sur : 

www.viSitbruSSelS.be/Green  



VII. TOOLS
 
webSiteS
	p VISITBRUSSELS : www.visitbrussels.be/green | www.visitbrussels.be/sustainablemeetings
	p Wallonia-Brussels Tourism : www.walloniebruxellestourismedurable.be 
	p The City of Brussels : www.brussels.be | http://agenda21.brussels.be 
	p Brussels-Capital Region : www.bruxelles.irisnet.be | www.agendairis.be 
	p Brussels Institute for Environmental Management : www.bruxellesenvironnement.be  
	p Bruxelles Mobilité : www.bruxellesmobilite.irisnet.be 
	p Bruxelles Propreté : www.bruxelles-proprete.be 
	p Brussels Card : www.brusselscard.be 
	p Regional Plan for Sustainable Development : www.prdd.be
	p The Regional Development Agency for the Brussels-Capital Region: www.adt-ato.be  
	p Brussels, sustainable city : www.sustainablecity.be 
	p Green Key : www.greenkey-brussels.be | www.cleverte.be
	p Global Sustainable Tourism Council : www.gstcouncil.org    
	p Bruxelles for All: www.brusselsforall.be 
	p Greeters : www.brusselsgreeters.be 

brochureS, mapS, etc. 
 p Map  : « VISITBRUSSELS sized for green », VISITBRUSSELS
 p Map  : « Bruxelles ville verte, ville nature », Bruxelles Environnement 
 p Book “The Green Walk”, La Renaissance du Livre
 p Brochure : « Brussels, from the eco building to the sustainable city”, BCR
 p Guide : “Brussels for All” tour guide for travellers with reduced mobility”, AMT Concept
 p Brussels Card, VISITBRUSSELS 

bruSSelS quality deStination 
Since 2011, a satisfaction barometer is published every month on VISITBRUSSELS’ website, based on the results of our online 
survey www.visitbrussels.be/qualitydestination.
This 12-month barometer enables us to evaluate our visitors’ satisfaction and to highlight the actions to be taken in order to im-
prove the quality of our destination, i.e. in terms of environment and sustainability.    

Satisfaction survey : www.visitbrussels.be/qualitydestination
Satisfaction barometer : www.visitbrussels.be/satisfaction
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